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through the page, clicking on the link, or continuing to view otherwise, you agree to use cookies. Any yard. Any challenge. This is what the manufacturer had to say about the chainsaw model we present here. It is clear that we really wanted to get our hands on it and try it out. So we bring you our Poulan Pro Chainsaw review on their specific model, the
PR5020. Poulan Pro PR5020 Chainsaw ReviewThe Poulan Pro PR5020 gas chainsaw is a great nutrition tool that is very suitable for both homeowners and professionals. We can classify it as a light chainsaw, weighing only 17 pounds, except for cutting equipment. When it comes to power, it's built with a 2-tactical OxyPower engine that produces a 50-cc,
which is powerful enough for heavy tasks. On the other hand, thanks to the innovations of Poulan Pro, it manages to reduce emissions by 70% and reduce fuel consumption by 20%. The PR5020 supports a 20-inch bar and chain designed with low rollback in mind to reduce the likelihood of injury while working. With a conveniently designed side-tightening
chain, it provides quick and easy access to adjust the chain. Other features of this model include an easy pull start-up system that reduces the force of gravity by 30%, which will help you get the saw started within the first few pulls. Along with cleaning the lamp, which provides a carb with fuel and a handy combined throttle/stop control. All of these features
allow faster start-ups and provide greater reliability by reducing the risk of engine damage. Chainsaw Poulan Pro at a reasonable price, compromising performance, safety and durability. The next review details all the features of this reliable chainsaw. What makes this chainsaw worth it is Spring help pull cord combined with cleaning lamp provides a quick
and easy start with smaller pulls It's powerful enough to cut through the hardwood handle ergonomically designed with an advanced anti-vibration systemThe side is mounted chain tension allows easy access for quick actionPatped OxyPower engine guarantees 70% less exhaust emissions and consume 2 gases 0% Less FuelCilinder Move: 50-ccMaximum
Power Speed: 9000 RPMIdling Power Speed: 3000 RPMBar Length: 20-inch (exclude cutting equipment): 17 poundsYou may be an experienced professional or homeowner keen to buy his/her first chainsaw. Whatever the answer, you want a unit that meets certain criteria, right? What's that all about? In our experience, we have reduced the factors that play
a role in choosing a chainsaw to the most necessary. Reliability, ease of use, power and price. And when we say reliable, this factor entails several others such as durability, quality, construction and design. In general, there are two types of chainsaws readily available on the market, 1) gas chainsaws, which are usually bulky, but the big thing about this type
is power. And, 2) electric chainsaw, this type is usually suitable for working on light tasks and is ideal for those who don't prefer hassle when it comes to mixing oils. Then the price, of course, plays a significant role. We try from all eyes to find and try out a chainsaw that will meet all our criteria. When you think about buying serious equipment, the reputation
of the company is always an important factor. In many ways, our decision to revise the Poulan Pro chainsaw was due to the long tradition of this brand. Ever since lumberjack Claude Poolan founded the company in Shreveport, Louisiana, in 1946, she has recorded an upward trajectory. At the time, Poulan Pro was one of the first companies to expand the
power tools market to include everyday users. By doing this, they have kept the affordable prices and quality of products that appeal to both professionals and casual users. Today we can take it for granted. However, back in the 1970s, as Poulan Pro developed its growing business, it was nothing short of astounding. With decades of experience under its
belt, Poulan Pro is now a reputable brand, but also one that keeps its finger on the pulse of its consumers' needs. They are famous for keeping their prices highly competitive without compromising the quality of their products. Last but surely not least, the Poulan Pro is part of the mighty Husqvarna group, another brand synonymous with high-quality
chainsaws. This means that the two brands have the same technology. Let's take a look at the most important feature of Poulan Pro, OxyPower. This technology offers more energy, but with lower emissions. Manufacturer promises a whopping 70% reduction in emissions, as well as 20% 20% fuel consumption. If there were any fears that this engine was
made only for amateurs, from our first contact with it, it turned out to be a beast. Reaching a maximum of 9000 rpm, it gave us enough strength to master any task we set before PR5020. Finally, the engine is equipped with a new Super Clean air purification system that helps it easily work with an air filter. Namely, most of the debris generated during
operation does not even reach the filter. Good news? You will spend less time changing the air filter, and will instead use your new chainsaw. If you are a chainsaw enthusiast, professional or amateur, you are bound to have a bad experience with a faulty start. One of the reasons why we chose this model is its solid reputation in this regard. We are pleased
to confirm that our testing has only confirmed this. Poulan has added important features that provide an irrevocable start-up process. They improved the starting system of pulling so that the required pull power is reduced by 30%. Thus, less pull force also means less wear for the starter mechanism, which pays off in the long run. Also on board is a cleaning
ball that serves to add more fuel to the carb. It's associated with the integrated throttle and stop the controls, all makes for an easy start-up system that won't match you. 20 bar and chain, including Poulan Pro PR5020, made by Oregon. This is definitely another guarantee of quality. The Oregon company has made a name for itself by supplying most of the
major power tools brands. The bar and chain on this Oregon model is a 70-link Vanguard model, with a low rollback. We found that this is more than enough for the average user, to say the least. This chain reaches a top speed of 27.8 m/s, which is not funny. However, if you plan on doing some heavy hardwood cutting work, you can equip the saw with an
even tougher Oregon bar and chain model. We suggest you give it a try and make additional adjustments depending on your needs. As for chain tensions, Poulan Pro presented a practical solution. The stretched wrench is on and stored in the back of the device. This way you can use it when you need it. We were delighted with the practicality and
friendliness of the users of this device. Poulan Pro has designed it with end users in mind and it shows in every detail. It provides exceptional comfort with a system that reduces vibration to the point that fatigue after long periods of use becomes insignificant. In addition to the overall ergonomic design and lightweight design, the device offers easy access to
all controls. For example, with the help of a practical cylinder cover, you Step up and change the ignition candle and air filter for a long time. Service chainsaw tools for free? Well, it doesn't get more practical than that, does it? From the user-centric point of view we would also like to point to the guidance. Not only does it offer the usual important information
on how to start your block, but goes much further in terms of practical advice. For example, how to prepare for different types of work with a chainsaw. For more information, we also suggest you check out the Poulan Pro website and their excellent customer service. In terms of safety features, the device comes with a well-positioned chain brake. This is a
welcome addition as you can activate it manually. It can also be initiated by inertia, automatically. The main pen has anti-vibration properties, which has been very obvious and useful after longer periods of use. Poulan Pro provides a 2-year limited warranty on this chainsaw. Keep in mind that a full tank of fuel will help you with about half an hour of time
working with this Poulan Pro unit. In terms of practical application, this chainsaw offers a wide range of possibilities. But before you start making more demanding cuts with it, you should definitely take it slow and practice. For example, you can very much cut down a tree with this device. However, we advise the novice user to start, perhaps with some heat
bucking - cutting a fallen tree. Limbing and pruning are other options. By mentioning some of the methods suitable for Poulan Pro, you get the big picture. If the chainsaw is well capable of cutting down the tree, then it will definitely get work done around your home and in your backyard. Cleaning garbage, cutting down firewood or general property
management - that's what basically this unit was built for. When looking for an adequate chainsaw, you may encounter another prominent model of the Poulan Pro. Namely, the PP5020AV, which not only has a similar name, but also very similar to PR5020. It also has a 20 bar and a chain and is very similar to the overall design. There is one major difference
between them, their engines. The old model, the PP5020AV, runs on the DuraLife engine, while the PR5020 uses OxyPower. Keep in mind that both engines have proper CARB certification. However, we found that the OxyPower engine scores better in the low-emission department. It is also more economical. There are people who claim that DuraLife is a
tougher, more resilient engine. However, as our review is mainly aimed at regular homeowners out there, we are going with OxyPower.Fuel Efficiency is a major pro. Along with its overall solid design, this was one of the reasons why we decided to introduce you to the PR5020 in our review in the first place. As soon as you open the package and get to know
your new chainsaw Poulan Pro, we are sure that you will be as impressed as we are. In particular, this unit does not require you to its before the first use! Once you take it out of the box and follow the necessary procedures for adding gas and oil, you are ready Many manufacturers, Poulan Pro has considered future transportation and wear issues. Therefore,
as we mentioned, the saw comes in a solid molded plastic case, which will come in handy for years to come. Since it is a portable body, it will also protect your new car from all kinds of weather. If you work on the street - and, let's face it, this is where you'll do most of your work - you quickly come to appreciate this supplement. Performance and convenience
for users. She's fulfilling her promises. With easy and easy-to-navigate designs, you'll also get powerful performance. One that can go so far as to cut down trees without any hassle. The best of both worlds, really. Price. Just read the previous item again and add to that the fact that you can get this chainsaw for less than $200. Do we need to say more? The
conveniently designed side regulates the tension of the chain. provides quick and easy access to adjust the chainFuel EfficientMaintenance. One of the main drawbacks that can be applied to this chainsaw actually refers to gas saws in general. With gas saws, you just have to make regular efforts and attend to his gas and oil tank. Poulan Pro PR5020
Chainsaw We sincerely hope you found our Poulan Pro Chainsaw reviews helpful. We set out to outline all the factors that play a key role in choosing the ideal nutrition tool. Based on our time with this device, we recommend it to your attention without a doubt. You will find it difficult to find a saw that surpasses it. It will be hard to find another chainsaw as well
in this price range. All told, the Poulan Pro PR5020 is a reliable, affordable equipment that will be the most coveted addition to any homeowner's shed tool! For this reason, we give it a 4.5/5 rating. Rating.
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